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Maritime Security Regimes Roundtable 2016 
From Unconnected Regional Maritime Surveillance to Effective 

Global Maritime Situational Awareness 

 
1.0 Introduction 

 
1.1 Background 

 

The second Maritime Security Regimes
1
 Roundtable Meeting 2016 (MSR RT 16) was 

hosted by the Combined Joint Operations from the Sea Centre of Excellence (CJOS 

COE) at the Slover Library, Norfolk Virginia, USA, on 26 and 27 April 2016.   

 

CJOS COE invited civilian and military professionals from around the world who play a 

leading role in maritime security affairs in their respective nations or geographic regions. 

Some 80 attendees, representing more than 30 nations and/or Maritime Security Regimes, 

gathered together in a collaborative setting to discuss the challenges to building, 

maintaining, and sharing maritime security information,  and to suggest solutions that 

would contribute to an enhanced global network for maritime situational awareness; the 

foundation of effective maritime security. 

  

1.2 Objectives 

 

The following were the principal objectives of MSR RT 16: 

 

• Identify and share best practices and practical solutions to address 

identified challenges in building maritime domain awareness across the global 

maritime commons; and 

 

• Form the basis of an agreed framework for improved information sharing 

and collaboration among the MSRs from across the global maritime community 

of interest. 

 

1.3 Structure 

 

Using the theme, "From Unconnected Regional Maritime Surveillance to Effective 

Global Maritime Situational Awareness," the MSR RT 16 was structured around 4 

panels, each tasked to discuss a different sub-theme, with the moderator setting the scene 

at the beginning and summarizing the conclusions. The panels were set up to incorporate 

                                                 
1 A Maritime Security Regime is the term used to describe a group of states and/or organizations 

acting together, with an agreed upon framework of rules and procedures, to ensure security within 

the maritime domain.  
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a diverse cross section of government, non-government, military, academic, and industry 

stakeholders, and to achieve a geographical balance.   

 

Each panel was asked to examine one of four different sub-themes: 

 

• Challenges: Regulating the maritime commons, obstacles to national and 

inter-agency cooperation, vulnerabilities. Identifying the challenges which 

inhibit the improvement and effectiveness of global maritime security; 

 

• Cooperation: Regional and inter-regional strategies and governance. 

Shaping effective Maritime Security Regime strategies in order to improve 

global maritime security; 

 

• Improve: Information sharing, management capabilities, resiliency. 

Collecting and sharing situational information to help improve globalized 

maritime security; and 

 

• Build: MSR within an enterprise construct. Building a cooperative 

Enterprise to help improve global maritime security. 

 

1.4  Opening Remarks 

 

[Note: All remarks attributed to speakers throughout this report are not meant as a 

verbatim transcription of their presentations or comments, but rather as a condensed or 

paraphrased representation of the salient points of their presentations, or responses to 

questions. Speaker remarks and participants’ questions are shown in blue type 

throughout this report. They should be read in conjunction with their presentations, 

which are available at: www.cjoscoe.org ] 

 

Opening remarks were provided by CDRE (RN) Phillip Titterton, CJOS COE Deputy 

Director: 

 

The message I want to deliver is that we need better cooperation and understanding 

between key stakeholders and regimes.  We need to identify and share best practices, and 

form an agreed framework for information sharing. I think we all agree on the need for a 

framework, as well as rules, and procedures – but ultimately it comes down to trust.  

The purpose of this conference is to identify gaps in global maritime security and 

increase communication between the stakeholders, with a focus on 4 key areas: 

 

• Creation of a shared network; 

• Development of mutual cooperation; 

• Consensus  on the necessity to discuss matters in a forum; and 

• Agreement on a regular schedule of stakeholder meetings. 

http://www.cjoscoe.org/
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Maritime COEs are working together to foster dialogue between stakeholders via round 

table discussions and panels and will continue to do so, supporting the development of a 

system maintained by the stakeholders themselves. 

 

1.5 Scene Setting 

 

Scene setting was provided by the conference moderator, CAPT (RCN) Dermot 

Mulholland, CJOS COE Strategic Plans & Policy Branch Head: 

 

Complex Landscape 

 

Any look at the challenge of maritime security must first view it through the lens of a 

rapidly evolving maritime domain landscape which is increasingly interconnected and 

interdependent, and where there continues to be an absence of habitual and persistent 

relationships between key stakeholders in the global maritime community of interest. 

 

The global supply and energy chains that must operate in this landscape are ties that bind 

us all, and our continued well-being, on every level, be it political, economic, security, 

social …… it’s all dependant on the unhindered ability to utilize the maritime commons – 

unfettered access in order to engage in the lawful activities that bring us peace and 

prosperity. 

 

Vulnerabilities 

 

Of course this interconnectedness of the maritime commons, laid over its geographic and 

jurisdictional complexity, also make it vulnerable.  With 44% of the world’s population 

living within 150km of a coast, 95% of the world’s telecommunications traveling via 

undersea cables, 90% of the world’s commerce traversing the maritime commons, and 

around half of the world’s energy resources transiting through seven major chokepoints, 

there are many ways in which our national security and economic interests can be 

disrupted on, or from, the maritime commons. 
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And let’s not forget that the maritime domain overlaps with other domains and is 

influenced by them. This is particularly true in the cyber domain. Its not so much the 

hacker who hacks into a crewmember’s Facebook or bank account, it’s the state or non-

state actor who uses readily available technology to interfere with or take control of ship 

control or navigation systems, or remotely manipulates cargo handling system programs. 

 

As stakeholders, how do we manage all this? Obviously the answer is Enhanced 

International Maritime Security Cooperation and Awareness! Well, it’s just not that 

simple. 

 

Maritime Domain Awareness 

 

To start with, we must look at maritime domain awareness (MDA) (or Maritime 

Situational Awareness (MSA) as you are likely to hear in NATO circles), as it pertains to 

international maritime security. MDA, here defined by the International Maritime 

Organization, includes activities, infrastructure, people, cargo, vessels, or other 

conveyances on, under, related to, adjacent to, or bordering the sea.  But as Mr Salchert 

(who you’ll hear from tomorrow afternoon) pointed out in a presentation related to our 

joint MSA study last year, there is a tendency to misunderstand what MDA is not: 

 

• Its not just about surveillance and intelligence 

• Its not just about terrorism or piracy 

• Its not just defence 

• Its not just a bunch of sensors, showing a collection of dots on a computer 

screen 

 

As he explained, the main purpose of situational awareness is to support good and timely 

decisions. In the maritime domain this requires an understanding of time, space, risk, 

oceanography, the global supply chain, critical infrastructure and the environment – as 

well as an understanding of the nature of the threat and the capabilities, readiness and 

location of friendly forces capable of responding to the threat. So what we see here on the 

screen is just a tiny part, and probably not even the most important part, of building MDA 

as part of a robust Maritime Security capability. 

 

A Linear Approach to Maritime Security 

 

Security awareness is largely the responsibility of different national agencies in a 

domestic setting. In some nations, there are explicit oversight or coordination centres, or 

data fusion centres. To achieve awareness at a regional or global level, many of the 

functions currently managed by individual nations will have to be undertaken by multi-

national organizations which will enable all stakeholders to operate more efficiently and 

effectively together.  
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An example of this is provided, in the North American context, by Canada: 

 

• Layer 1:  Canadian Whole of Government 

• Layer 2: NORAD/NORTHCOM 

• Layer 3: bilateral, or groupings based around intelligence sharing 

structures, such as Five Eyes 

 

Moving from Layer 2 to Layer 3 has proved to be most elusive for many MSRs. 

 

An Integrated Approach to Maritime Security 

 

Enhanced maritime security begins with a framework of domestic law enforcement and 

defence activities coordinated amongst various national agencies. This collaborative 

framework extends individual mandates and collective interests to facilitate broader 

cooperation for geographic regional activities, and can culminate in intra-regional global 

initiatives. In our MSA study last year however, we have found that there has been a 

general lack of awareness of which commands, government departments and agencies are 

actually involved in supporting MDA activities, as well as the governance structures – 

formal, informal or ad hoc – to manage multinational, interagency and public-private 

sector collaboration. Of course, the private sector, and non-government entities also have 

to be included, and we must consider the bad guys as players who must be factored in to 

the equation and dealt with – we must know what drives them; where their interests are. 

 

We also know there are gaps between what the laws of our nations actually permit – 

based on lawful authorities, mandates and jurisdictions – and what is actually occurring 

in terms of multinational whole-of-government, and public to private sector information 

sharing. Could it be that we need more lawyers in the process!? 
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Challenges 

 

Turning now to the role of our panels, we charged each of the 4 panels to explore one 

specific area of the problem. We begin with Challenges. There are of course many 

challenges to achieving effective global MSA. I’ve grouped them in 3 main areas: 

 

• Regulating the Maritime Commons 

• Obstacles to National and Inter-Agency Cooperation 

• Vulnerabilities 

 

Some of the elements that make up these challenges include the gathering of critical 

information and determining potential critical situations. Then, due to the multi-

jurisdictional nature of the maritime commons and the sheer number of stakeholders, we 

need to figure out how we share vital information in a timely manner. Our study 

determined that currently, when it comes to this seemingly straightforward task, there is a 

lack of common purpose among the different regional stakeholders entrusted to ensure 

access to the maritime commons. Finally, how do we address the vulnerabilities 

previously mentioned? 

 

Cooperation 

 

In order to achieve an effective global MSA environment the leadership of a regional or 

inter-regional governing body (or regime) will be required to bring together the MSA 

stakeholders and build the relationships, commitment, doctrine and procedures necessary 

to support global sharing of information. This governing body will bring legitimacy to the 

effort and confidence that the information sharing environment is being protected in 

accordance with regional and national agreements, laws, and policies. It is subject to 

oversight and adherence to standards. At this time there is no real consensus on what 

existing organization should coordinate or take the lead in fostering a global information 

sharing environment. 
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Cooperation promotes a convergence of national strategic and security interests. 

International institutions help facilitate alignment of interests and provide a forum for 

establishing requirements and priorities for implementing the efficient employment of 

complex maritime security strategies. 

 

As with inter-regional cooperation, regional areas require greater cooperation rather than 

competition due to the complexity of their regional maritime security situation, as well as 

the importance of the maritime domain to those regions. 

 

Improve 

 

The process from collection to warning to response, as well as critical timeline and 

response capabilities, vary across the Global Maritime Community of Interest. A mixture 

of improving information sharing and managing available capabilities would achieve 

greater resilience. 

 

Maritime safety and security organizations have to make a considerable effort to build 

situation awareness in a given area of responsibility by using the current generation of 

surveillance tools, data analysis, communications, and decision aids. Not all national 

authorities or regional maritime security regimes have the same systems available to 

them, causing some disparity and ultimately impacting on the effective exchange of 

situational information. 

 

How to get beyond information sharing barriers? Different technologies required for the 

exchange of data, often depends on National Legislation which precludes effective 

information sharing, due to non-releasability and foreign disclosure issues, internal 

disputes among institutions and agencies, lack of awareness, commercial interests, etc. 

Can these barriers be overcome? 

 

How can common critical information requirements be identified? The information 

exchange between MSRs is the foundation of effective MSA. Depending on the focus 

areas of the MSRs there are different kinds of information required, or regarded as 

important, by each organization. Critical information requirements should be defined by 

each organization in order to define what information needs to be shared.  

 

Protection of data is often essential in order to promote the will to share. To enable 

cooperation and promote the willingness to share information amongst MSA stakeholders 

at the national and regional levels and to enable cooperation at the trans-regional level, 

partners must have appropriate levels of data protection in place to protect sensitive 

information from non-compliant actors. 

 

What are the types of information that can be shared? What kind of legal arrangements 

are needed for effective information exchange? There are international agreements 

between nations that are part of a Regional Maritime Security regime that set the 

information exchange protocols and define ownership of the information produced. 

However, these agreements often create restrictions on the further sharing of information. 
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A better understanding of the legal constraints and how information can be shared within 

those constraints is required. 

 

Build 

 

The unhindered ability to utilize the Maritime Domain is essential to a healthy global 

economy and is vital to the strategic security interests of all nations. Loss of access to this 

significant global supply chain that connects nations, people, markets and manufacturers 

around the world quickly expands to impact all nations. Direct threats to assured 

maritime domain access include disruption of commerce, interference with the lawful use 

of the maritime domain, and transnational crimes such as piracy and terrorism. Illicit 

trafficking (weapons, drugs, money, humans or other contraband) may also impact lawful 

activities in the maritime domain. Though some nations and MSRs have robust 

capabilities, no single MSR can ensure free and unhindered access to the maritime 

commons for the global community at large. Can linking MSRs in a cooperative 

enterprise help to evolve their individual capabilities from surveillance, to situational 

awareness, to achieving safe, secure and unhindered access to the maritime domain? 

What would be the benefits of a cooperative enterprise? 

 

With all the uniforms in the room, its easy to always think that this problem lies mainly in 

the realm of defence and security, or at least government. Of course that’s not true. We 

cannot forget the roles and responsibilities of industry. The Maritime Industry, in 

particular, is an integral part of the world economy, as 90% of the world’s trade is 

estimated to be carried by ship. The delivery of many of our essential services would not 

be possible without the international shipping industry. As a result, the international 

maritime industry has an interest in the preservation of the maritime commons as a free 

and safe place to conduct their business. It also has a responsibility to secure itself against 

security threats, including cyber. While the majority of shipping industry stakeholders 

agree and adhere to cooperating with international navies/organizations, this interest 

dilutes when they don’t feel under direct/real threat. So, what is the required trade-off for 

the shipping industry to lean forward and cooperate with international efforts to improve 

MSA? Do flag states have any responsibility? Should they be encouraged to more fully 

cooperate with international efforts to improve overall MSA, and not just as it pertains to 

them? 

 

MSR RT 16 

 

With this in mind, we believe there is some momentum in moving toward a Maritime 

Security Regime Enterprise construct, which is why we have convened this global 

roundtable discussion on this subject. With any luck, we will learn not just WHAT can be 

done to address the various gaps and obstacles to collaboration, but also HOW we are 

going to achieve these objectives in a global context. 

 

Finally, CJOS COE itself is not a MSR; as a multinational defence organization our role 

in this is as a facilitator, bringing together those who are truly important to this process – 

YOU! 
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2.0 Panel Discussion 
 

2.1 Panel 1 – Challenges 

 

Panel 1 focused on Challenges: Regulating the maritime commons, obstacles to national 

and inter-agency cooperation, and vulnerabilities.  The following guidance was provided 

to the panel members to aid them in focusing their prepared remarks: 

 

The first challenge is gathering information on vessels in general, and more specifically 

on vessels of interest, or those who act in an abnormal manner. Sensor data must be 

combined with information from closed or public information sources. The amount of 

extraneous data from these sources can easily result in an information overload, 

potentially obscuring the important or vital elements. How can we avoid that? What are 

or could be the information management tools or policies to deal more effectively with 

the diversity of available information?   

 

Another challenge is to determine potential critical situations. There is a huge variety of 

potential incidents and an equally large number of indicators which could be used to spot 

a developing critical situation. These incidents can be unintended or intended, may 

involve various (types of) vessels, and can occur in any environmental condition. How to 

pick out what is critical in the clutter of the normal? How to manage the amount of 

information that can be associated with an object that makes it difficult to notice and act 

on incidents?  Ultimately, the real challenge is to ensure that the right data gets to the 

right people in the right organization at the right time to achieve the desired outcome. 

 

Are the maritime safety and security systems available today up to the task of alerting 

operators and decision makers on critical situations? 

 

Building accurate situational awareness is becoming more and more the result of multiple 

organizations that work together. There is collaboration with affiliated organizations 

(national and international) to trace vessels that are potentially dangerous. This also puts 

additional requirements on information exchange between organizations. Not all 

information can be shared because of foreign disclosure constraints. How do we achieve 

a balance here? Would it be better if information is not shared unless there is an incident 

where it is essential to have additional information because of increased risks? 

 

Data-sharing has to face a variety of obstacles:  

 

1) Legal - related to commercial confidentiality, privacy and data protection 

laws;  

2) Policy - related to trust, reciprocity, need-to-know and protection of 

classified material or sensitive sources; and  

3) Classification - existing security agreements may not be sufficient to 

provide adequate protection and safeguards. 
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Often MSA is interpreted as the gathering and sharing of information that addresses a 

specific threat or security issue in a specific region (i.e. piracy in the Horn of Africa), 

versus building and maintaining a continuous maritime picture in a specified area. Is an 

agreed common understanding of what MSA is, and is not, now required?  

 

There is a lack of common purpose among the different regional stakeholders entrusted to 

ensure access to the Maritime Domain, including fisheries protection, customs, harbour 

police, coast guard, navies, maritime safety organizations, etc. A frequent lack of 

authority to act, or the inability to implement a ‘Whole of Government’ approach, further 

complicates the problem. This may also lead to hesitancy, or inability, to share 

information.  

 

Successful response to maritime security threats requires international cooperation, both 

regional and inter-regional, because those threats are primarily transnational. What are 

the options? How best to achieve? By means of… 

  

Panel Members: 

 

• RADM Robert Sharp (USN), Commander Naval Maritime Intelligence-

Integration Office (USA) 

• Dr. Ian Ralby, Executive Director, I.R. Consilium, Ltd. (USA) 

• CDRE (RNlN) Arien Minderhoud, Deputy Chief of Staff Operations (NATO 

MARCOM)   

• CDR (RN) Ian Lynn, National Maritime Information Centre deputy director 

(UK) 

 

RADM (USN) Robert Sharp: 

 

The Global Maritime Commons is what connects us. Together we will solve our 

problems.  
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NMIO reports to Director James Clapper, Director of National Intelligence. 

The organization dates back to the 9/11 acts.  We started looking at how this could 

happen to us and realized we had significant shortfalls in the way that we share info 

within the US government, let alone with foreign partners. We did not share info with 

other players very well. Standing up the office of National Intelligence was all about 

collaboration and info sharing, and making sure we don’t have gaps in between various 

intelligence domains. The Maritime Intel-Integration Office exists to ensure no gaps in 

maritime security.  

 

Collectively we will solve problems – 21 different nations have participants (very small 

number of people who use).  “You can’t surge trust.”  We need to build the relationships. 

 

Regulating the maritime commons – do we need additional regulation, or are we not 

effectively using what’s up there.  How do we cooperatively enforce compliance? 

Obstacles to national and interagency cooperation – it’s complex (different languages 

(even within our own government)).  It’s hard… we speak different languages. And not 

just language, but cultural barriers as well, even within our own government.  How do we 

ensure those with concern, interest, and authorities are involved? 

 

Vulnerabilities – Some of the greatest vulnerabilities that we have are the fact that no 

matter what type of regulations you have, there are those who will seek to violate those 

rules in their own best interests, i.e. Illegal fishing activity, moving people across the 

seas, illegal drugs moved across the seas, weapons trade/movement, piracy, attacks at sea 

(USS Cole, Lindberg, Star (Japanese tanker). How do we avoid these “gaps”- who has 

the authority at sea and how do we leverage this? Our charter is to tee up and frame the 

problem, which is easier than talking about solutions.  

 

CDRE (RNlN) Minderhoud: 
 

As the NATO Surveillance Coordination Centre, HQ MARCOM is the NATO centre for 

MSA and responsible, on behalf of the whole of NATO, to build-up and provide a 

continuous enhanced MSA for NATO's Area of Responsibility. Our relationship to 

shipping agencies as a NATO organization is very important.  The NATO Shipping 

Center is the primary point of contact in NATO with the broader maritime community, 

including the commercial maritime shipping organisations/ agencies. 

 

In 2013, there was a transition from two MCCs (Maritime Component Commanders) to 

HQ MARCOM; this consolidation has helped with gaps, but we have a long way to go.  

 

• Different guidance, criteria, reporting templates, etc. 

• Lack of guidance on some important subjects 

• MARCOM affirmation on new NATO “environment” 

• Lack of Global AIS feed 

• Lack of MSA Network (with non-NATO/military organizations/agencies) 
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• Solution (standardization and ownership) 

• MARCOM NATO-wide MSA Direction and Guidance (interim solution before 

promulgation of NATO standard operational/tactical doctrine). 

• Common MSA Reporting Plan (standard criteria, templates, procedures) 

• Operational Guidance on: 

 NATO Ships Encountering Vessels Carrying Migrants 

 Combating Human Trafficking at Sea 

 Detention on-board NATO Ships 

 MSA Approaches 

• Continuous contact with National/Partner MOCs 

• Global AIS feed (SEP16) 

• MSA network (on-going) 

 

The general concept for NATO MSA lays on four distinct phases (MSA cycle), as shown 

below. 

 

 
 

The first one, not shown for obvious reason, is Direction and Guidance (D&G) – based 

on the standing information/operational requirements and respective data collection plan, 

there is a permanent MSA operational D&G that directs units under NATO OPCON and 

in associated support to NATO operations how to conduct MSA activities to achieve the 

above mentioned requirements. If required, a specific NATO maritime operation can be 

supplemented with additional D&G, taking into account its specifics. 
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Observation and Reporting - After D&G is issued,  MSA will employ the full range of 

gathering information capabilities from organic, to national, and sometimes even to 

international assets to get a starting point for the rest of the process. The starting point 

can be deliberate or opportunity-based, and can focus on a known area, person, facility, 

organization, or some other type of signature.  

 

Fusion and Analysis - Military and non-military data/information, after being collected, 

is then fused and analyzed in order to provide commanders with a comprehensive picture 

of maritime activities so that they may identify a range of potential threats and detect 

illegal activities as well as other activities of security interest. 

 

Decision and Act - Once a potential threat is identified and “fixed” in space and time, 

meaning that the assessment has progressed enough that the operations function has 

sufficient information to execute the mission, it is time to decide which is the most 

effective course of action to be taken (kinetic or non-kinetic), such as tracking, 

monitoring, MSA approach, boarding. To support this decision-making process, HQ 

MARCOM uses several sets of criteria that are also attached to the NATO MSA 

Reporting Plan. 

 

Maritime Situations (MARSIT), based upon experience, the most likely situations that 

units operating in the maritime environment might face, such as acts of piracy, suspicious 

behaviour, terrorism and terrorist support activities or other forms of illicit behaviour. In 

order to support a quick reaction, for each MARSIT there is a set of Pre-Planned 

Responses (PPR). In the top-right corner you are able to see some of the PPRs associated 

to two of the 13 MARSIT. 

 

Additionally, in order to be more specific, we also have a list of 54 suspicious behaviours 

at sea, called Maritime Situations Indicators (MSI). Each MSI is scored, and so, one, or a 

combination of MSI, could be an indicator of suspicious behaviour. If the aggregated 

score is above a certain defined level, the vessel is considered suspect and more 

investigation is required. In cases of vessels with aggregated scores above a certain 

higher level, more assertive actions could be taken (e.g. boarding). 

 

Finally, after being on board of a vessel we still have a list of 16 indicators that are going 

to help us to decide what to do next with that vessel. I’m referring to the Boarding 

Behaviour Indicators (BBIs). 

 

Irrespective of the collection plan requirements or the operation in place, aligned with the 

standardization effort, the NATO MSA Reporting Plan (MRP) is the baseline tool for 

reporting purposes. 

 

In broad terms, the below graphic shows how the information and decision-making flows 

through the MSA cycle, from initial observation up to the final action. 
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Taking into account that MSA is based on all maritime activities (even those occurring 

ashore), all kinds of data/info is important to collect and that’s the reason our network is 

composed of a sensor and non-sensor part. 

 

The sensor side is mainly based on technology, including several NATO and non-military 

CIS systems that MARCOM uses on a daily basis in order to enable the enhancement of 

MSA. 

 

The non-sensor part is strongly attached to human interaction/relationships and 

information sharing with all the relevant actors in a certain region. 

We need all nodes in the network to function properly. 

 

Daily use of MSA network proves the system works.  Much has been captured in NATO 

publications/instructions.  Inefficiencies in the system are brought about as a result of the 

existence of different principles, criteria, formats, and protocols. There is a huge amount 

of data, but data does not equal information. For information sharing, we need to effect a 

mindset change from “need to know” to “oblige to share.”  Sharing data and information 

is not the same as sharing intelligence.  Over-classification of data results in problems 

because the future audience becomes limited. 

 

Dr. Ian Ralby: 

 

We can use the law to make things happen. In other words, what are the possibilities, 

rather than the limitations? The following three trends are identified as emerging threats:    

 

1. Rise of legally conscious criminals: 

 

• They benefit from exploiting rigidity – using our laws to get the better of us - 

they are not limited by bureaucracy and can exploit our laws and rigidity 
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• Thunder case – one of 6 most wanted illegal fishing vessels.  NGO (Sea 

Shepherd) started tracking in Patagonia and conducted sabotage operations 

against it.  Ended up off Africa and sank them, knowing Sea Shepherd would 

have to rescue them and take them to the nearest port.  Knew Nigeria would 

have the best chance of avoiding any prosecution.  They decided what country 

they wanted to be in for prosecution and which country had the most favorable 

laws for them. This is self-inflicted distress. Can also be used as a mechanism to 

get on board a vessel and attack them 

• Used vagaries of maritime law (self-inflicted distress; used frequently in 

Somalia) 

• Criminals looking for gaps and seams in our own enforcement (i.e. piracy).  We 

treat the symptoms but not the problems. We have emboldened it with the years 

of ransom payments.  A couple of cases in the last 6 months of criminal on 

criminal crimes- pirates attacking ships engaged in illegal activity. Where do we 

want to go with this? 

• “piracy is a land-based problem with maritime systems” 

• Seeing criminal-on-criminal crime rise (merchant ship hasn’t been attacked in 3 

years) 

• Trafficking 

 Illicit trafficking of illicit goods for illicit purposes (e.g. charcoal - high 

value to sell in the Gulf. Legal commerce but funds used for illegal 

activities) 

 

2. Rise of maritime quasi-lawfare (legal bullying) – using the law to accomplish 

military ends: 

 

• First example - case off of West Africa - Tanker Maximus was attacked by two 

vessels, boarded by Nigerians. Multi-state cooperation to track and interdict this 

vessel over 9 days. The pirates on the ship said, “Stop, we are in international 

waters and you can do nothing” to the Nigerians who stopped them.  This trend 

is sort of a quasi-lawfare, using legal rhetoric to achieve illegal military ends.   

• Another example is in the South China Sea- why China can try to build illegal 

islands and effectively block traffic from entering the S. China Sea (they are 

“protecting” these islands).   

• Watch out for the Falklands and Argentina - they are starting to take very strong 

maritime stands as well.  

• We don’t need more lawyers necessarily, but we do need those who will speak 

on our behalf and make sense of this for our good.  

 

3. Muddying of waters with non-state actors 

 

• State actors are only a small portion of the actors today. 20 years ago, the 

military (state actor) was all who was needed to maintain security. 
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• Private security companies are on the rise - 173 companies popped up in the UK 

in 2011 alone.  Private security industry is booming, focused on the coast of 

Somalia. This rise may be good for these areas, but we have no international 

regulations for other areas; we can foresee an awkward situation when you have 

a private company trying to oversee the operation of foreign military actors in 

an area. Leads to all kinds of legal and accountability issues not yet resolved. 

• Floating armories (originally established to secure Somali transit) no longer 

have funds or legal uses and are now preyed upon by non-state actors 

• Another problem player - private intelligence companies – Who is looking at 

what is being looked at? Lots of info being gathered by private companies but 

how can we use this to the state’s benefit? 

• Third problem player - NGOs - sometimes their activity is helpful, but can be 

illegal (Sea Shepherd/Thunder example from above). How do we deal with 

these players? 

 

Challenges: 

 

- “Sea Blindness” - is a situation where we have an outdated vision of the sea. 

New players in the maritime domain mean we need to take a fresh look at the 

new players on the sea and how we are going to deal with them. The result is that 

too often our regulations deal with problems we had yesterday, rather than what 

is on the horizon for tomorrow. 

 

What we need to do:  

 

• Think of regulations as internal, external and global with regard to solutions  

• Need a whole global security approach to security. Interstate cooperation needs 

to improve.  Need to share resources and technology on the water to harness 

those with limited resources. In terms of cooperation, we need to improve all 

aspects - including legal (i.e. ship rider agreements, regulations) 

• Regulations need to be updated and prepared to evolve as the players do 

• Must be flexible and not bound to the laws in such a way that we become our 

own inherent enemy 

• Disconnected approach to maritime security – African nation zones example 

Need for pragmatism – can’t be over-attached to structures we put into place in the past – 

what worked yesterday may not work tomorrow. 

 

CDR (RN) Ian Lynn: 

 

The maritime environment is different from the aviation environment. A ship leaving can 

change name, owner, registration and can change crew.  An airplane is not the same.  

Some people try to liken the two, but they are not the same at all. 
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Maritime security and law means different things to different people. It is hard to move 

forward when not everyone has ratified the international law.  

 

NIMC (established 2011 in the UK) tries to bring together all the info and systems that 

the UK has access to in order to understand maritime security.  Try to share information 

across all classification levels and look at how the info is shared.  

 

Of 150,000 vessels, how do you figure out the unusual behavior?  Who is the bad guy? 

How do we look for the unusual behavior? Who should be seeing these unusual 

contracts?  AIS can be seen from space. This means that a lot of other people can see 

those contacts as well.  

 

The only people recognizing maritime boundaries are the good guys. 

 

MSA = Get the right information to the right person in time for them to make a decision 

and take action. It doesn’t sound hard but that is the challenge for us. 

 

Panel 1 Discussion/Comments/Q&A 

 

• Space capabilities: there are 41 AIS receivers in space right now and at least 9 

of them have the ability to tell us that an AIS contact is not where it should be. 

• Is the military a bigger problem than a solution?  They operate globally but their 

authority is at home.  There are already strong federal players at home (i.e. 

Border protection authority, transportation authorities, policing for illegal 

activity, fishing authorities, etc.).  Many of them fall under the same Ministry or 

Department. Should the military restrict its domestic operations in order to 

allow these federal authorities to do their jobs?  

 Federal stakeholders absolutely need to be included 

 Canada has had great success working with some of these non-state actors, 

by de-classifying some of the material to forward.  Internationally, Canada 

works with different departments within the NIMC to share information 

between different countries.  

 Most militaries are not global actors but they operate globally.  Federal 

partners need military partners but not military owners. 

 At NMIO, there are many reps (DHS, Coast guard, DoD, Dept. of 

Transportation) – but many others need to be involved.  Expanding 

facilitation is important 

 Linkages are key to an effective global system – what comes naturally as 

FVEY sharing needs to be expanded – interagency/multilateral/bilateral 

• The world is looking at different paradigm shifts. The Navy was not created to 

look at law enforcement, but national defense and warfare.  The Navy has 

gotten into the muddy waters and we need to look at how we use naval forces to 
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address the naval threat but also the maritime security issue. This is part of the 

challenge we face. Need to be able to cover both – but how?  

• Criminals are not encumbered by state borders.  We need to overcome our 

institutional limitations.  

• What are the mass migration challenges? 

 It’s an extremely complicated and sensitive area.  FRONTEX (EU border 

control) is a primary partner in the Aegean Sea.  NATO/EU overlap 

doesn’t allow sharing information above unclassified – systems don’t exist 

to enable this, so it is extremely complicated to exchange information.  

 Yes, it’s an extremely complicated issue not just with regards to NATO 

but also with border control. Lots of info exchange within NATO but they 

cannot share any info that is classified above an unclassified level. There 

are no methods for sharing the classified info. Even in areas where we all 

have the same objectives, it is extremely difficult to share the info. We 

must be able to share info across text message, cell phones, etc. on a 

tactical level with other players that we know. 

• How do we share information ahead of time in order to act before the crime 

happens (i.e. bombings in Paris)? In the high seas off West Africa, pirates are 

becoming more intelligent because they know the law. The Montego Bay 

Convention states that piracy only exists in the high seas and not in littoral 

areas. We need to be able to follow the pirate into the high seas if he starts in a 

coastal region. We need to talk about it because we need to share info and we 

have different policies regarding maritime security, specifically, between 

America and Europe. It is very important for us to find a solution now.  

 With regards to Intel sharing, we often need to protect our sources and 

how we know something, but we all have a duty to warn. Most people 

who need the information don’t care where it comes from as long as it is 

timely.  Many organizations address exactly how to do that.   

 Don’t look at piracy only and lose sight of other crimes.  Highest layer of 

illegality are piracy and genocide.  The need to look beyond piracy is 

important – in Africa we created a disjointed law enforcement system – 

piracy went to a sophisticated court, but illegal fishing and trafficking in 

persons went someplace else.   UNCLOS is the largest treaty ever written 

– it’s good now and can be amended.  Information is just information until 

it’s classified – frustrating to share information with government and then 

have to sign Non-disclouser Agreements (NDAs) to talk about what he 

gave them.  Many centers which are effective w/ sharing information – 

Maritime Trade Information Centre in Guinea is industry-built (not 

government). 

 Reassurance - we in the EU know that the info sharing and classification 

issues are a very big problem. We have the technology (MARSUR) to 

share this info however we can’t make it work properly because it is a 

human endeavor. We are dealing with political biases across nations. In 
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the example of MARSUR, many militaries see this system as a threat to 

the systems that they already use and have a vested interest in systems 

their national militaries have spent money on.  

 We need to trust each other and have a willingness to share and be part of 

the system. There are other international organizations out there that also 

see the problem and have solutions, but we need to trust each other and as 

participants here, need to go home and make a plea to our politicians to 

work together to get to a solution.  

 Difficult because people are involved.  Ownership of old system and sunk 

costs inhibit.  Coalition of the willing – no formal agreement.   

 Can’t support counter-piracy, but can report destabilizing activity 

 

• What do you want going on in maritime space in the absence of bad things?   

 Encourage states to take the high seas task to a high level with doable 

domain integration strategies in their own governance in order to develop 

the domain as a whole. 

 Focus on building up the good. 

 

2.2 Panel 2 – Cooperation 

 

Panel 2 focused on Cooperation: Regional and Inter-regional Strategies and Governance. 

The following guidance was provided to the panel members to aid them in focusing their 

prepared remarks: 

 

In order to achieve an effective global MSA environment the leadership of a regional or 

inter-regional governing body (or regime) will be required to bring together the MSA 

stakeholders and build the relationships, commitment, doctrine and procedures necessary 

to support global sharing of information. This governing body will bring legitimacy to the 

effort and confidence that the information sharing environment is being protected in 

accordance with regional and national agreements, laws, and policies. It is subject to 

oversight and adherence to standards. At this time there is no real consensus on what 

existing organization should coordinate or take the lead in fostering a global information 

sharing environment. Is such an organization really required, or are national and regional 

regimes sufficient?  

 

Cooperation promotes a convergence of national strategic and security interests. 

International institutions help facilitate alignment of interests and provide a forum for 

establishing requirements and priorities for implementing the efficient employment of 

complex maritime security strategies. What kind of national or regional maritime security 

strategies can be improved or aided through enhanced cooperation? Who would have the 

responsibility for implementation of a broader maritime security strategy?  
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As with inter-regional cooperation, Regional Areas require greater cooperation rather 

than competition due to the complexity of their regional maritime security situation, as 

well as the importance of the maritime domain to those regions. What levels of 

cooperation would be most useful; what levels would be most realistic to achieve? Even 

in a cooperative environment, will there still be gaps? What additional mechanisms 

would need to be developed? 

 

What should be the Functional Areas of increased MSA Cooperation and Development? 

As an example: Shipping/Marine, Safety/Search & Rescue, Fishing, Marine 

Environmental Protection, Security, Law Enforcement at Sea, Security and Management 

of Offshore Natural Resources 

 

Panel Members:    

 

• Mr. Alain Michel Luvambano, Secretary General of Maritime Organization of 

West and Central Africa (MOWCA)      

• RADM (RCN) John Newton, Commander Maritime Forces Atlantic (Canada) 

• GRP CAPT (RAAF) Craig Meighan, Maritime Border Command (Australia) 

 

Mr. Alain Michel Luvambano: 
 

The importance of maritime security is primarily related to trade issues, but it’s also a 

matter of safety.  The definition of Maritime Security as defined by the EU is a matter of 

security to international shipping - which is applicable to 90% of international shipping. 

 

Piracy is basically an action of committed private violence - a handgun at sea against a 

ship and its personnel onboard for the purposes of personal gain. Unfortunately, Africa 

has become an epicenter of these acts. You will notice that most of the ships in this area 

have started bringing on military personnel just for security and for the first time, these 

military personnel have to intervene on civilian ships. Because the countries are taking 

responsibility, the military has taken control of the Gulf of Aden. 

Nowadays, in Somalia, the fishermen are requesting guns because there are men that are 

preventing them from doing their fishing. We need to find a solution. 

 

Piracy in Gulf of Guinea - This is a concern because this area covers approximately 70% 

of the oil production of Africa and results in 29% of energy needed in US and 40% in 

Africa, as well as 8% of oil reserves in Europe.  What is the solution? It’s a matter of 

cooperation but we need supplies… helicopters, etc. This is why we rely heavily on 

others. 
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Rear Admiral (RCN) John Newton: 

 

The principal role of the Commander Maritime Forces Atlantic is to generate maritime 

combat power (e.g. long range maritime patrol, undersea capabilities, etc.) - all of these 

capabilities depend on military grade, top secret information in order to achieve their 

goals.  War is an information environment without a lot of trust. I also command joint 

forces in response to domestic crisis. This often involves partnering with USCG, National 

Guard commanders, Fleet Forces, etc.  I am also the Canadian Joint Operations Maritime 

Component Commander – command of naval forces in joint operations. Other roles 

include:  Commander of a NATO sub-area - CTF302, Search and Rescue Region (East) 

Commander, drives the Navy’s arctic action plan, and is a partner in the multi-

departmental Marine Security Operations Centers (MSOC).  

 

MSOC – Marine Security Operations Centres project [www.msoc-cosm.gc.ca] was 

formed to provide a broad-based analytic effect. Each partner brings its mandate and 

associated information to the team but the same mandates also result in legislative 

barriers to sharing. The MSOCs are staffed by representatives of each of the core partner 

departments each with their own legal mandates and access to departmental resources and 

information systems: 

 

• The Department of National Defence (DND), National Defence Act, Section 

273.6.  

• Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 

• Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) 

• Transport Canada (TC) 

• The Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), including Conservation and 

Protection (C&P) Branch, and the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) 

 

http://www.msoc-cosm.gc.ca/
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Various organizations sit on the watch floor and they have their mandates, but I have the 

tools. The MSOCs track, monitor and identify threats both near Canadian shores and 

abroad if they pose a potential threat to Canada. MSOC has finally developed a platform 

that will work multi-nationally. The co-location has several benefits including robust 

communications and information systems supported by an around-the-clock network 

operations staff, and access to several resources including DND’s Recognized Maritime 

Picture (RMP) and analysis tools, a robust communications suite, meeting facilities and 

DND resources and systems. In addition, the Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC) 

and Meteorological and Oceanographic Centre (METOC) provide input into 

environmental conditions and events on a continuous basis.  

 

 
 

The key to MDA is determining and confirming intent. How do we move forward?   

Is an overall organization required?  Must first get our own houses in order before we can 

be of use to others. We are looking at an old system for maritime security when we need 

to be looking forward. We need to clean off our glasses and take a look at the future. 

There’s a lot of unused information in AIS that could be utilized elsewhere, e.g. 

bathymetric data from merchant ships. 

 

Is there a requirement to share or do we just need a platform to interconnect? 

 

Recommended enhanced cooperation areas: 

 

• Arctic 

• NORAD Maritime warning 

• NATO shipping centre 

• Border security/police/fisheries 
 

Study existing successful international sharing regimes: 

 

• International Maritime Organization 
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• International Submarine Escape and Rescue Liaison Office 

• Arctic council 

• Search and rescue regimes 

• North Atlantic coast guard forum 

• North Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
 

We should develop a platform for consultation, coordination, and case file development, 

including pro-forma scripts for reporting, and a communications plan. 

Tripwires for interaction: 

 

• Major shipping disaster/SAR/plume avoidance 

• Conflict and touting 

• Migrant flows 

• Unusual transits, stateless activities 

• Terrorism 
 

Group Captain (RAAF) Craig Meighan: 

 

National sharing is as important, if not more so, than sharing across regional or 

multinational levels (AUS is so big). Border Protection Command is the primary 

government law enforcement organisation in the AMD (Australia Maritime Domain).  

The AMD includes predominantly the offshore areas within Australia’s Exclusive 

Economic Zone (EEZ) but extends to the area bounded by Australia’s Security Forces 

Authority (SFA) Area.  

 

 
 

As the world’s largest and only island continent, Australia has unique responsibilities and 

challenges for maritime security and border management.  Our area of responsibility is 

both large, and environmentally diverse. With nearly 60,000 km of coastline, Australia’s 
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maritime Exclusive Economic Zone is larger than our country’s land mass and the area in 

which we are responsible for search and rescue operations is even larger.  The EEZ 

amounts to 8.2 million square kilometres.  

 

Border Protection Command is not a SAR organisation but its assets do respond to 

emergencies at sea in accordance with international obligations. 

 

Maritime Border Command - Maritime Domain Management has three prime areas of 

concern/three interconnected components: 

 

• Influence (deter/prevent) – government policies, domestic and 
international engagement, diplomacy 

• Response (respond to/deter and prevent) – operations, planning, 
enforcement 

• Awareness (detect) – MDA systems, information sharing, intelligence 
 

In the ideal world, we would share all information with everyone. However, the more 

pragmatic approach would be to share information with those who are affected and need 

to know. Before sharing information, there must be an element of trust. A successful 

example of inter-regional sharing is the IFC (Information Fusion Centre) – founded in 

Singapore. The IFC has a large number of international liaisons that are representatives of 

their countries for maritime issues.  

 

Recommendations for consideration: 

 

• Establishment of a global MDA coordinator to synchronize commonality in 
procedures and coordinate linkages between our MDA organizations would 
be useful; and 

• Establishing a global baseline capability using existing and available 
systems to monitor shipping. 

 

The effective habitual collaboration between nations can be improved. Countries need to 

consider what should be shared and identify the stakeholders. It’s optimistic to believe all 

nations will share all info with each other, but we should seek interconnectedness to 

assist. The premise that all countries need the same picture is not correct – each has 

different information priorities. 

 

Another successful example of a regional governance structure that works for 

information sharing for fisheries amongst multiple nations is the Forum Fisheries Agency 

(FFA) in the Southwest Pacific. 

 

Australia is a strong advocate of the global MDA effort. One country’s outbound threat is 

another’s inbound threat. 
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Panel 2 Discussion/Comments/Q&A 

 

• If you consider 3 sea areas of interest – West Africa, Canada (both sides, US 
border, Arctic), and Australia – what information would the MSRs in these 
areas need to push to each other?  What sort of information do you think 
that you need to share between these three huge maritime areas of 
responsibility? For example, what sort of information would Canada feel 
they need to transmit to Australia and vice versa?   

 

 We all have areas of maritime superiority and are concerned with 
security. However, we still need the experiences of other nations to 
improve our own procedures.  

 An example is the case of Ebola - there was a need for the sharing of 
information about pandemics between ships that may have been in 
affected ports.  

 Another example is the Illicit drug trafficking in West Africa that lead 
to indictable offenses all the way back to the US or Canada. This links 
our countries and agencies that have signals intelligence and human 
intelligence in these countries and embassies.  These are all examples 
where we are sharing to reach a global solution.  

 

• One thing we must learn is that sometimes it is more palatable for one state 
to share information with a cooperative effort, versus with another state. 
Should we be focused on finding more palatable, non-state collectives or 
cooperatives? 

 

 We should be looking for these neutral bodies, or collectives of people 
to enhance international cooperation. 

 Effective communication depends on what we want to share. Some 
things are easier than others, i.e. everyone hates piracy so that’s easy. 
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If we pick areas where there are non-controversial threats and that 
are of interest to everyone, we can make more progress. 

 Law enforcement officer with Interpol addressed the events occurring 
in Gulf of Guinea. Interpol is training people in the area and helping 
the individual countries there in the exchange of information.  
Discussions pursued regarding what each country is doing with 
regards to capacity building in places such as the Gulf of Guinea, for 
example, the military coming to the region to train civilian 
organizations. 

 

• A serious reflection in this matter is: Do sharing centers really share 
information?   

 

2.3 Panel 3 – Improve 

 

Panel 3 focused on Improve: Information Sharing, Management Capabilities, and 

Resiliency. The following guidance was provided to the panel members to aid them in 

focusing their prepared remarks: 

 

The process from collection to warning to response, as well as critical timeline and 

response capabilities, vary across the Global Maritime Community of Interest. A mixture 

of improving information sharing and managing available capabilities would achieve 

greater resilience. 

 

Maritime Safety and Security organizations have to make a considerable effort to build 

situational awareness in a given area of responsibility by using the current generation of 

surveillance tools, data analysis, communications, and decision aids. Not all national 

authorities or regional maritime security regimes have the same systems available to 

them, causing some disparity and ultimately impacting on the effective exchange of 

situational information. 

 

What are some ways to improve Regional efficiency? Is it necessary to maintain the 

homogeneity of MSA systems and processes? Is it necessary to implement common 

standard operating procedures?  Are the Maritime Operations Centers Interconnected – 

nationally>regionally>inter-regionally?  Who should ‘own’ the information/data? Is it 

better to push data from one Maritime Security Regime to another, or for MSRs to pull 

only the data they need, from a common open source (like the cloud)? 

 

How to get beyond information sharing barriers? Different technologies required for the 

exchange of data, often depends on National Legislation which precludes effective 

information sharing, due to non-releasability and foreign disclosure issues, internal 

disputes among institutions and agencies, lack of awareness, commercial interests, etc. 

Can these barriers be overcome?  

 

How can common critical information requirements be identified? The information 

exchange between MSRs is the foundation of effective MSA. Depending on the focus 
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areas of the MSRs there are different kinds of information required, or regarded as 

important, by each organization. Critical information requirements should be defined by 

each organization in order to define what information needs to be shared. 

 

What are the types of information that can be shared? What kind of legal arrangements 

are needed for effective information exchange? There are international agreements 

between nations that are part of a Regional Maritime Security regime that set the 

information exchange protocols and define ownership of the information produced. 

However, these agreements often create restrictions on the further sharing of information. 

A better understanding of the legal constraints and how information can be shared within 

those constraints is required. 

 

Protection of data is often essential in order to promote the will to share. To enable 

cooperation and promote the willingness to share information amongst MSA stakeholders 

at the national and regional levels and to enable co-operation at the trans-regional level, 

partners must have appropriate levels of data protection in place to protect sensitive 

information and must be able to keep that information from non-compliant actors. 

 

Panel members: 

 

• Air CDRE Peter Round, European Defense Agency – Capability, Armament & 
Technology Director 

• Dr. Roger Bencze (US), Joint Inter-Agency Task Force South (JIATF-S)  

• CAPT (N) Sylvestre Fonkoua, Chief of Multinational Coordination Center 
Zone (MCC Douala) 

 

AIR CDRE Peter Round: 

 

400 authorities and 23 navies are under the purview of the European Defense Agency, 

but there are still challenges related to MSA. 

 

How do we share Maritime Data? How do we develop mutual trust between players?  

How do we avoid drowning in data? What is the purpose of sharing the data and now that 

we have the data, what are we going to do with it?  

 

Information sharing is not about information technology - this is a people issue, we have 

the technology to share. We need mutual cooperation and trust. Once trust is there, we 

can start to identify potential partners. But sharing information is also about “why” and 

“how” in addition to trust. Informal environment workings are more effective, and can 

enable you to build the trust and form the basis to move forward. Nations need to reach 

out to other nations to form mutually beneficial bonds. It might be beneficial to start with 

a bottom up initiative, including mutual and informal relationships and letters of 

understanding before you start involving the politicians. Build trust first before trying to 

engage with politicians! Informal environments such as this roundtable meeting are better 
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than creating formal inter-governmental agencies to create trust and form partnerships to 

later develop sharing.   

 

Maritime Surveillance (MS) projects form a network of existing MSA systems and must 

work in accordance with EU and EU security strategies. The goal is to have effective MS 

network which shares information with all maritime security regimes. Most of the 

information is normally unclassified, but in aggregation or use it may become classified – 

the issue is not as easy as one would hope. 

 

CAPT Sylvestre Fonkoua: 

 

The Gulf of Guinea (GOG) seas have become one of the most unsafe places in the world: 

armed robbery with hostages taken, illegal fishing, illegal immigration, maritime 

pollution. Pirates have become more aggressive. Hijacking sailors during attacks mostly 

for ransom.  Pirates are not particular about what type of ship. Nigeria is active in 

fighting the hijackers and piracy.  

 

CRESMAC (Maritime Security Regional Center of Central Africa) was created in 2009, 

and located in the Republic of Congo following a memorandum signed between ECCAS 

and the Heads of State and Governments of ECCAS countries. CRESMAC has two zones 

(A, D) and works with CRESMAO’s planned 3 zones (E, F, G) and foreign partners (US, 

France, Brazil, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and China). 

 

 
 

Zone D’s lead state is Cameroon and consists of Cameroon, Gabon, Equatorial-Guinea, 

Sao Tome and Principe. Zone D’s mission is to develop a security plan which includes 

plans of equipment and facilities, monitoring, training, and fighting against illegal 

immigration, drug trafficking, piracy, and other illegal activity. The Zone D states have a 

background of strong information sharing. The current security situation in zone D is 

good; despite pirates in international waters, effective maritime traffic exists. 
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Assets also include a task group made up of 3 ships supplied by the states. Current means 

of Zone D information sharing include radio, phone, and internet with a goal and desired 

means to include INMARSAT, radar, and GMDSS. 

 

Information sharing in the Gulf of Guinea can be improved with: 

 

• Interoperability of communications or detection means for better 
compatibility between national users 

• National coordination fusion center to manage timely and secure accurate 
information 

• Common Operations Picture ashore and offshore 

 

Difficulties with Information sharing in the GOG:  

 

• Lack of communication between different country's MOCs 

• Difficulties of HF communication between ships 

• No AIS or internet on most ships 

• Low radar coverage of the GOG  

 

To improve communication on a national level:  must install radar systems along the 

coast, acquire boats with internet and satellite communications and develop a national 

legal framework for info sharing.  

 

At the regional level: improve communication networks with a commitment to share.  

 

The best maritime domain awareness depends on the availability of new technology with 

efficient systems which permit detection, collection, dissemination, transmission, and 

communication with the aim to allow the decision maker to make the best decision.   

MDA transcends levels (single ship to multinational fusion center). Despite the lack of 

sophisticated equipment in many GOG countries, MCC Douala is thankful for the firm 

commitment of the chief of ECCAS and ECOWAC states who set up a legal framework 

to share vital information amongst themselves to make their maritime space safe and 

secure and to promote economic development. 

 

New pirate modus operandi includes use of mother ships and the hijacking of tankers 

with fuel.  Recently there has been Nigerian sailor kidnapping problems successfully 

countered with controlled mooring area off Lagos, monitored by a security company, and 

intervention with the Nigerian Navy.  We are on an upward trend towards information 

sharing. 
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Dr. Roger Bencze: 

 

JIATF-S is an interagency task force with a 27 year history of planning, coordinating, 

synchronizing and executing counter illicit trafficking operations within our 42 million 

square mile JOA and the areas adjacent to it. 

 

Our specific mission is to detect, monitor, and support the interdiction of illicit traffic into 

the US conducted by Transnational Criminal Organizations, centered in our JOA, which 

pose an asymmetric threat to regional stability and national security. Just recently we 

changed the mission statement again to reflect the idea that our greatest impact against 

the threat is when we are able to interdict illicit traffic in such a way that the result 

enables our partners’ efforts to disrupt and dismantle the networks responsible for the 

crime and violence in the region and the threat to our national security.  Many of our 

guests ask us how we’ve been able to operate across the boundaries of several US 

combatant commands (15 Interagency AORs, 40 nations and 11 territories) over which 

our JOA lies or how we overcome the constraints placed on us. It’s taken us every bit of 

our 27 years to be as effective as we are, to enjoy the relationships we have cultivated and 

we work very hard to maintain and improve them. If it flies, floats, or is illegal, we 

should be able to monitor and detect it and turn over to law enforcement or military.  

Bulk of the mission is drug trafficking but we deal with any illegal trafficking: human, 

money, weapons, etc. 

 

JIATF-S is truly an international and interagency command focused on information 

sharing with 18 liaison officers from 15 countries, with four more countries scheduled to 

join in 2016. 

 

 
 

Information is not the same as intelligence, and all-domain awareness is particularly 

relevant for this conference. In the maritime domain, drugs move in a minimum of a two 

stage process.  They will depart South America, destined for Mexico/Central America, 

the Caribbean Islands, Europe or Asia where they are then broken down into much 

smaller loads for follow-on transfer to the global market. JIATF-S focuses on the large 
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multi-ton loads leaving South America where our limited number of assets will have the 

greatest impact.  

 

2 task groups – 1 in Curacao, 1 in Martinique 

SPSS threat – can go 4-5,000 nm, shows magnitude of criminal organizations 

 

Detection and Monitor/Interdiction and Apprehend (D&M/I&A) Continuum 

 

 
 

This is our operating continuum.  It begins with information coming into the command 

from multiple sources.  From that information our analysts create case packages which 

typically contain such information as point/time of departure, route to be taken, 

conveyance to be used, and size of the load/type of contraband to be moved.  Once cased, 

our analysts and operators participate in a daily targeting process to prioritize the cases 

for action by our very limited number of assets.  We seek to detect the priorities which 

require us to sort among hundreds of legitimate vessels and aircraft a day.  Once detected, 

it must be monitored until it can be handed over for the endgame.  Monitoring can require 

as little as 30 minutes, as in the case of a go-fast interdiction, or as much as 30 days as in 

the case of a commercial freighter traveling from Panama to Europe. To this point, left of 

the red line, everything is coordinated or executed by JIATF-S.  Once we hand off to US 

or partner nation law enforcement they will conduct the intercept and arrest.  Prosecution 

is a critical part of this cycle because the traffickers recognize that if they are sent to the 

United States and are successfully prosecuted, they face between 7 -14 years in prison. In 

an attempt to reduce their sentences, the traffickers will cooperate with Law Enforcement 

Officers by agreeing to provide continuous information from home on future operations.  

As the information comes in, it is provided to our intelligence analysts, and the cycle 

begins anew. It is critical to understand our part in this.  We conduct the find & fix, target 

and track part of the continuum without which the I&A portion would be severely 

limited. 

 

Information belongs to the agency that produces it.  As such the agency owns it and is the 

only one entitled to authorize its releasability to a third party and no third party can 

release it without the authorization of the owner. What type of information can be 
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shared?  Any kind of information which is relevant to an organization for a specific 

purpose can be shared within the limits of national policies.  This means that “the need to 

know” remains relevant even if the need to share has become the new paradigm. 

Remedying information sharing shortfalls was a principal recommendation of the 9/11 

commission.  Protecting the country from ever-evolving, transnational threats requires a 

strong security enterprise that shares information across traditional organizational 

boundaries.  That applies as well to the international environment. What are the critical 

information requirements?  In JIATF-S’s case it concerns any tactical information that 

will lead to the detection, monitoring, interdiction, and apprehension of a target of 

interest.  These are the four steps, which bring a conclusion to the initial information 

cueing as we saw in the interdiction continuum. 

 

Protection of information in an international environment is a constant challenge: 

The information needs to be released in a timely fashion to those organizations that need 

it. Trust is the currency we deal with. It takes years to build a relationship but a second to 

ruin.  Intelligence and law enforcement agencies (LEA) need to trust us and be assured 

that we won’t compromise their investigations and their processes.  We have built trust 

with the countries/sources that pass us info. We can’t break the trust or we lose credibility 

and it takes years to build these relationships. 

 

How to protect that information in an international environment?  JIATF-S has an 

integrated architecture at its foundation that is able to fuse multiple streams from various 

sources and then turn it around to give it to the appropriate customers at the lowest 

classification level possible.  JIATF-S fuses national intelligence, law enforcement intel, 

information from partner and alliance countries and tactical intelligence and then sends it 

to country teams, interagency teams, tactical assets and LEA.  JIATF-S is very adept at 

maximizing use of all source intelligence and creating success against a highly mobile, 

dark, and asymmetric target set. 
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From Regional to Global Efficiency- after 27 years, JIATF-S is still making progress on 

the global level; currently working with Europe (European Pact) to combat international 

drug trade.  

 

Cooperative Situational Information Integration (CSII) is a web-based tool and provides 

an unclassified common operating picture, chat rooms, and translation tool to allow the 

passing of highly perishable, tactically actionable information integration. 

 

We do not need to invent something new.  We have tools that work, but we need to have 

cooperation beyond agencies and structures. We need to build strong relationships not 

just between people, but between the organizations they represent.  There are people 

behind the structures and we need to have trust in the people before the structures will 

work.  

 

Panel 3 Discussion/Comments/Q&A  
 

• (To JIATF-S) How do you handle an adverse reaction from nations and 
what is the downside of operating such a powerful organization?  

 The fact that the drug traffickers have developed better technology; it 
is a measure of success for us because it tells us they have to work 
harder to move illegal goods.  

 There is always a challenge to trying to know a little bit more.  When 
we find a contact and pass info along, we don’t always know the end 
result based on the country we pass the info to. Sometimes, the 
success stories we have will spawn results/effects very far and 
widespread.  

 Note, JIATF-S does not create intelligence but rather fuses it all 
together.  Not all countries are receptive and are as eager to act on our 
info as others. Ecuador is a good example of countries where our 
relationship is struggling.  Building relationships and liaisons with 
countries is vital.  We will still pass info to countries even if we don’t 
have a good relationship with them.  

• Within the MAOC’s, how do you create and foster the attitude where 
everyone wants to share. In my experience, the technology part is the easy 
part?  

 

 I believe in the need to share, to certain limits. There are things we 
will never share. However, I like the analogy that the speaker at Table 
6 used… we need to “dare to share.”  We are reluctant to share info 
because we don’t know what the result will be.  Our first impediment 
to this willingness to share is not knowing one another.  This job is not 
about what you know, but who you know. That is what makes it work 
and makes it successful.  If we want to dare to share, we have to trust 
one another and get to know one another.  
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It is about the people. It’s about knowing each other, knowing each other well and 

knowing each other over a long period of time. We can make the computers do what we 

want, but it’s the human interaction that is the deciding factor.  

 

2.4 Guest Speaker: Space-Based Maritime Situational Awareness: Where 3 Global 

Commons Converge 

 

Mr. Guy Thomas, President of C-SIGMA Consulting  

 

Four Global commons:   1. Maritime 2. Air 3. Space 4. Cyber  

Major advancements in the space and cyber commons are having huge impacts on MSA.  

There are currently 41 AIS receivers in space attached to satellites with over 200 

anticipated in the next two years.  

 

Proposed way ahead:  Use development and deployment of space-based MSA as a focus 

for worldwide MSA.  

 

Maritime Situational Awareness Manifesto according to Guy Thomas: 

From Each According to their Ability 

To Each According to their Needs 

 

MSA is a global problem and space systems by nature operate on a global front.  

Space systems are cost effective and make your other MSA terrestrial methods (i.e. boats 

and aircraft) more effective.  Space systems can tell decision makers where to pinpoint 

their search, resulting in savings of fuel, time, and system wear. 

 

S-AIS (Satellite AIS) makes regional and global MSA viable.  Created to provide 

maritime security to the USA, its use has expanded beyond to: environmental protection, 

maritime resource protection, safety, commodities trading, route planning, and ship 

maintenance.  S-AIS is now paired with space-based imaging (radar and optical) to be 

even more effective. 

 

2.5 Panel 4 – Build 

 

Panel 4 focused on Build: MSR within an Enterprise Construct. 

The following guidance was provided to the panel members to aid them in focusing their 

prepared remarks: 

 

Maritime Security Regime (MSR) is the term used to describe a group of states and/or 

Organizations acting together, with an agreed upon framework of rules and procedures, to 

ensure security within the Maritime Domain. 

 

An enterprise is a cooperative project undertaken by stakeholders or a community of 

interest, especially one that is important or difficult to achieve outside of an enterprise 

construct, and that requires boldness or energy. The term ‘enterprise’ was first used (in 

the MSA environment) to describe this construct during Multinational Experiment 5: 
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Cooperative Implementation Planning, Management and Evaluation Concept in October 

2008. It is also often led by a business organization. 

 

The unhindered ability to utilize the Maritime Domain is essential to a healthy global 

economy and is vital to the strategic security interests of all nations. Loss of access to this 

significant global supply chain that connects nations, people, markets and manufacturers 

around the world quickly expands to impact all nations. Direct threats to assured 

maritime domain access include disruption of commerce, interference with the lawful use 

of the Maritime Domain, and transnational crimes such as piracy and terrorism. Illicit 

trafficking (weapons, drugs, money, humans or other contraband) may also impact lawful 

activities in the maritime domain. Though some nations and MSRs have robust 

capabilities, no single MSR can ensure free and unhindered access to the maritime 

commons for the global community at large. Can linking MSRs in a cooperative 

Enterprise help to evolve their individual capabilities from surveillance, to situational 

awareness, to achieving safe, secure and unhindered access to the maritime domain? 

What would be the benefits of a cooperative Enterprise? 

 

The Maritime Industry is an integral part of the world economy, as 90% of the world’s 

trade is estimated to be carried by ship. The delivery of many of our essential services 

would not be possible without the international shipping industry. As a result, the 

international Maritime Industry has an interest in the preservation of the maritime 

commons as a free and safe place to conduct their business. It also has a responsibility to 

secure itself against security threats, including Cyber. While the majority of shipping 

industry stakeholders agree and adhere to cooperating with international 

navies/organizations, this interest dilutes when they don’t feel under direct/real threat. 

What is the required trade-off for the shipping industry to lean forward and cooperate 

with international efforts to improve MSA?  Do flag-states have any responsibility? 

Should they be encouraged to more fully cooperate with international efforts to improve 

MSA? 

 

Is there a risk to not adopting an Enterprise construct? 

 

What is the importance of inter-domain relationships (cyber, space, air, land)? 

 

What would a workable maritime security Enterprise look like? 

 

Panel members:   

 

• Mr. Kurt Salchert, Beyond the Border (Canada)  

• Mr. Daryl Williamson, Commercial Development Director, Lloyd’s List 
Intelligence (UK) 

• CDRE Ovais Ahmed Bilgrami, Pakistan Navy   

• CAPT (ESP N) Miguel Izquierdo, Chief of Staff Spanish Maritime Action 
Force (Spain) 
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Mr. Kurt Salchert: 

 

“When all is said and done, more is said than done.” 

 

Scene setting questions for the panel: 

 

• Can linking MSRs in a cooperative enterprise help to evolve/improve their 
individual capabilities? 

• Is there a risk to not adopting an Enterprise construct? 

• What is the importance of inter-domain relationships (cyber, space, air, 
land)? 

 

We live in a complex maritime domain - MSA is not just defense or national defense or 

intelligence – it’s to support well-reasoned and timely decisions – about the decision 

maker and not data for the sake of data. 

 

Challenges to collaboration are multiple: 

 

 
 

In an increasingly inter-connected, inter-dependent, and rapidly changing globalized 

world, there continues to be an absence of habitual and persistent relationships between 

key stakeholders across the Global Maritime Community of Interest, which is essential to 

enhancing Maritime Situational Awareness. 
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There are many competing interests:  

 

• Governance and national interests across the spectrum of diplomatic, 
political, military, socio-economic and information interest areas. 

• Global business operations and supply chain security and management 
interests including raising capital, production, warehousing, inventory 
management, logistics, on-time delivery and managing disruptions/delays. 

• Business innovation and value chain interests including collecting business 
intelligence, research and development, demonstration, prototyping and 
full production, creating value added services, learning, innovating, 
expanding, evolving based on changing market conditions 

 

The purpose of developing Maritime Domain Awareness or Maritime Situation 

Awareness is to support well-reasoned and timely decisions - and in the maritime 

domain, an understanding of time, space, oceanography, geography, weather, the global 

supply chain, key resources, critical infrastructure and the environment are key - as is an 

understanding of the nature of risk and the capabilities and methods necessary to 

effectively manage risks  – whether they are related to governance, business operations 

and supply chain management, or business innovation. 

 

First steps to building an enterprise solution: 

 

1. Understand decisions and decision-making culture. There is a lack of 

understanding of what types of decisions are made by various stakeholders and the 

underlying rationale behind these decisions. An understanding about the types of 

decisions which might be made by various maritime stakeholders will help to define the 

underlying layers of data, information and knowledge necessary to enable timely and 

well-reasoned decisions and actions. The following bullets capture the major types of 

high-level decisions which might reasonably be made by decision-makers:  

 

• Governance/Management Decisions related to imposing impose standards, 
rules and regulations. 

• Capacity Building Decisions related to establishing civil control, training 
modern security forces, establishing essential services, supporting 
economic and infrastructure development, and conducting regional and 
global engagement to build capacity.  

• Operational Response Decisions related to anticipating future challenges, 
collecting information and intelligence, collaborating and sharing 
information and intelligence, assessing risk, warning, planning, generating 
capability, deploying and prepositioning, taking decisive action, managing 
consequences, redeploying, regenerating expended capabilities, and 
collecting, applying and sharing lessons learned.  
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• Supply Chain Management Decisions related to the collection of business 
intelligence on suppliers and customers; raising capital; production, 
warehousing and supply chain management; management of on time 
delivery, maximizing return on investment, managing disruptions, 
changing market conditions, and learning, innovating, expanding and 
evolving. 

• Business Innovation Decisions regarding research and development; 
innovation, demonstration, prototype, full production, as well as decisions 
related to value chains and business verticals. 

• Decisions related to Information Management which include requirements 
and collection, fusion and analysis to identify anomalous behavior, 
determine relationships, estimating or predicting activity/intentions, or 
assessing potential impacts of changes, threats, risks and vulnerabilities. 
Also under information management fall decisions related to knowledge 
management and process improvements. 

 

2. Determine and share the Critical Information Requirements which directly 

support well-reasoned and timely decision-making.  Without an understanding of what 

type of information is important to a particular stakeholder and when it is required in 

terms of time, space and prudent risk management, there is little incentive to share 

information or data. 

 

3. Adopt a repeatable “information exchange and triage” process and encourage 

voluntary collaboration from across the maritime community of interest. Such a process 

would allow seemingly disparate, unrelated information that may not appear to fit within 

a particular stakeholder’s area of responsibility to be rapidly shared with other 

stakeholders through some sort of synchronization event to determine if any wider 

significance from this information can be gleaned. A synchronization event could be as 

simple as a telephone call, email, chat or Skype teleconference. The process helps answer 

the “so what” about a piece of information when paired with other potential interest 

items. 

 

4. Apply scientific rigor to define surveillance requirements. Surveillance is more 

than just the sum of its platforms and sensors; and achieving Domain Awareness is more 

than a haphazard collection of surveillance data, some of which may be timely and 

relevant, but much of it is likely scanty, inconclusive or late to need.  Without a 

comprehensive set of well-reasoned global maritime surveillance requirements, defence, 

security and intelligence communities from around the world will make poor acquisition 

decisions and employ resources in an ineffective or inefficient manner while innovators, 

financiers and manufacturers invest time and resources on new capabilities which fail to 

satisfy “real” requirements, or never see the light of day because of scope and 

requirements creep, skyrocketing costs and project delays. Scientific rigour will take the 

guesswork out of answering such important questions as:  
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• When is the latest point in terms of time and space that I must be informed 
of a Vessel of Interest or other Maritime Interest Item in order to set in 
motion all the activities necessary to achieve a favorable outcome?  

• Within my organization, when and where does warning have to be issued 
in order to alert decision makers based on time, space, risk, friendly force 
capabilities, the nature of the threat, and the environment? 

• Do I fully understand the kill chain and do I have sufficient awareness and 
mutual support arrangements to understand and mitigate the full spectrum 
of threats? 

 

5. Adopt a common lexicon and data sharing standards – protocols such as the 

National Information Exchange Model (NIEM)exist to make information discoverable 

and accessible within a common trust and shared stewardship environment.  

 

6. Harmonize/simplify reporting requirements to incentivize collaboration with 

maritime industry by making reporting procedures easier and more streamlined - 

allowing traders to file standardized information through a single entry point to fulfill all 

import, export, and transit-related regulatory requirements 

 

7. Nominate a champion and develop a prototype to address technical, procedural 

and cultural barriers to collaboration 

 

• Select a MSR of the month and successors to lead bi-weekly 
telephone/email roll-calls.  Conduct monthly handovers of MSR of the 
month. 

• Create an ad hoc governance structure consisting of semi-annual 
stakeholder conferences followed by an annual MSR executive roundtable 

 

Way forward: 

 

• Commit to annual meetings; collaborate to develop a reference guide 
(Portals,   email, websites) for meetings; 

• Build consistent habitual relationships; 

• Incentivize information sharing by sharing what information is actually 
important; and 

• Recognize we have similar best practices – must have structure to report 
requirements. 

 

“This is not a competition between MSOs” 

 

We are looking to capture lessons from the past to fix the future. 
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CDRE Ovais Ahmed Bilgrami: 

 

Indian Ocean Region scene setting: 

 

• Coastlines stretching thousands of miles 

• Home to important choke points and SLOCs 

• Geo-strategic challenges influence maritime environment, making it 
susceptible to exploitation and disruption 

• Security, stability, and prosperity of coastal states depend on a secure 
maritime environment 

Indian Ocean Region challenges – poaching, drug trafficking, gun running, human 

smuggling/trafficking, human migration, exploitation of marine resources, climate 

change, piracy, maritime terrorism. 

 

Despite similarities of maritime challenges, there are multiple differences in economic 

stature, naval capacity, and national priorities.  No exclusive and common sharing 

mechanism exists. The sub-regional maritime information sharing arrangements have 

remained limited to incident reporting.  Inter-state, regional, or ocean-wide information 

sharing networks and interoperability mechanisms are yet to be developed. 

 

Joint Maritime Information Coordination Centre (JMICC) is the national nerve center to 

achieve enhanced MDA through rapid exchange of information.  It coordinates and 

shares information with 35 organizations – over 6000 small craft are registered. 

JMICC works with many global maritime partnerships, and engages through bilateral and 

multinational exercises. 

 

The Pakistan Maritime security agency plays an important role in maintaining national 

and regional maritime security.  It enhances maritime cooperation and coordination with 

Coast Guards of regional countries.  It currently holds MoUs with Indian coast guard and 

Royal Oman coast guard, (Sri Lankan and Iran agreements in process). 

 

Pakistan’s way ahead: 

 

• Capacity building of regional states 

• Devise/strengthen regional collaborative mechanisms through effective 
neutral/third party organizations 

• Consolidate regional mechanisms into global frameworks 

 

Captain (ESP N) Miguel Izquierdo:  
 

Currently one of the ways to generate maritime safety and security is through a widely 

known concept, "capacity building."  Any country that is able to export security where 

there is instability, as a result of his support, will receive an environment of security. 
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One way of getting that capacity building is through what it is called “cooperative 

security.”  This concept doesn’t mean to provide directly the means to get security; it is 

simply to support and to cooperate with those countries who need to be able to implement 

their own security. 

 

Within these concepts of “capacity building” and “cooperative security,” one way to act 

is through “information sharing” among countries with great capacity to obtain 

information, which could be called “providers,” and those who need to be supported by 

other countries to get the recognized maritime picture, which could be called 

“Consumers.” Likewise, need to know, leads countries to get as much information as 

possible. To get benefit from each other, providers reach bilateral agreements to share 

information. The more information is needed, the more countries try to get agreements. 

That’s why multilateral agreements or MSR are growing in terms of maritime security.   

 

But sometimes, a consumer of information can become a provider. Thus, information 

sharing is linking and evolving. Generating confidence and trust among members over 

time builds a willingness to cooperate. The willingness of members to cooperate for the 

achievement of common goals within a collective body is directly related to their mutual 

confidence, which in turn, leads to the generation of trust. 

 

The future takes us to the need to share information in what is called CISE (Common 

Information Sharing Environment for Maritime Surveillance in Europe) groups. 

In the framework of the European Union we are creating this CISE which has scheduled 

its implementation in 2020. CISE is a voluntary collaborative process, across authorities 

and borders, to enhance and promote awareness over the European maritime domain, for 

the prosperity and security of the EU and its citizens. 

 

Looking ahead, to get the union of several CISE could lead us to get a global 

environment where the main purpose is to share maritime information. This is an 

example of how cooperative enterprise can offer benefits in maritime security to its 

members. Marrying internal–external, civilian–military, private–public and 

intergovernmental–supranational elements into a comprehensive multilevel governance 

approach to security will lead maritime community to a Global Information Sharing 

Environment, a Cooperative Enterprise. 
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Once barriers are overcome, the need to converge towards a global enterprise will guide 

the way ahead. The need to understanding will surround the future enterprise. All nations 

share a common interest in ensuring access to the Maritime Domain. It would be 

important to convince those members that are hesitant, to form or to be part of, the 

enterprise.  

 

Challenges will always be present. These challenges will force us to be always alert to 

strengthen the binding among countries. Agreements will need to be revised and updated 

as often as necessary. 

 

Safety and security at sea depends on sea surveillance and it’s a duty of all actors in the 

maritime scenario to improve them. 

 

Mr. Daryl Williamson:  
 

Building MSR Co-operation, Merchant Shipping and Commerce   

 

Effective combination of MSRs is a necessity. 

 

Lloyd’s seeks to enable trade – anyone with an interest in the vessel.  Lloyd’s provides its 

best information to those who need it. 

 

Commercial Development exists to meet the demand for goods.  

 

If we want the shipping industry to cooperate with international efforts to improve MSA, 

we must engage with the market. Not just through formal business meeting, round tables, 
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etc. (only about 20% of the industry is made up of blue-chip companies that will actually 

show up and participate in formal organizations).  

 

We know communication is the key, but what are the next steps?   We need to agree to 

measurable steps before the next roundtable.   

 

What would a workable maritime security enterprise look like? 

 

• Low cost – scalable – existing technology 

• Enable participants to talk, text and exchange images / diagrams 

• Secure authenticated – audited and personal 

• Each unit specify a clear set of rules covering information exchange - what 
and how  

• Active process to encourage and reward sharing 

• Overcome potential security issues using trusted third party maritime 
domain awareness systems 

• Develop specific exercises to ensure regular contacts are maintained 

• Harness local knowledge  expertise to identify unusual behaviour worthy of 
follow up 

• Agree to develop a common simplified protocol for vessels to reduce 
workload and gain benefits through participation 

 

Next steps 

 

• Start a limited but global prototype 

• Agree specific measurable steps to progress the prototype before our next 
workshop 

• Work to have co-operation in place before potential disruptive events force 
retrenchment and reliance on old ways of handing a crisis   

• People talking and giving context to data is the key to co-operation 

 

Panel 4 Discussion/Comments/Q&A 

 

• Who will be the one to transform us, as a whole, from regional cooperation 
to global cooperation? Who will own this global network?  

 I think this is a step by step process, and through the process, leaders 
will emerge in different areas. You can’t just talk about it, you have to 
do it.  
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 If we build the connective tissues of rudimentary info sharing plan, 
they will come…. JIATF South is a good example - there are people 
knocking on the door because they have built such a good info sharing 
organization.  

• Would it be useful to identify something, such as narcotics, that is globally 
unacceptable and focus our progression in areas such as this?   

 If there is going to be one large organization, it would need to be 
neutral and I think it would be hard to attract members to one large 
group. Maybe regional options would work better?  

 In the day of Facebook and Linked In, it seems to me that we shouldn’t 
have that hard of a time talking to each other on a non-confidential, 
unclassified level.  

 

• What is your opinion? Is there a desire or appetite to better partner with 
industry to increase MSA? If so, why have we not done anything about it?  

 It may be difficult to pull info from private companies, particular 
shipping companies, as they are reluctant to talk to outside 
individuals. They are constantly trying to avoid bad PR.  If you can find 
the right individuals, with the right reach, these companies could be a 
good asset.  

• If you saw your neighbor’s house on fire, and you were in the military, 
would you not tell him because he is a civilian and the info is classified?  We 
have expressed concerns between operations between military and civilian 
entities due to classification levels. Civilian organizations may not have the 
same capabilities as the military with regards to data collection as the 
military, and that is why we need the military to help the civilians -  what 
we request is for you to share the information with us and to share it on 
time.  

 We have been discussing information sharing for the last two days. If 
the information is out there, it should be shared. There is no reason 
why it shouldn’t go to a wider distribution provided we are not 
constrained by the information resources of those countries  

 There is a common view from civilian organizations that the military 
knows everything and is not sharing.  Within the military, there is the 
thought that civilian law enforcement has information they aren’t 
sharing with us.   There is no doubt that security for human life is 
vitally important to all of us.  Law Enforcement will share with us 
what they can, but they can’t always share everything. If they did, the 
life of the informant or the informant’s family may be put at risk. 
When you are asking for us to rightfully provide you with information 
regarding piracy, we really need to question the dilution of that 
information, how we get the info to you and who it went through to 
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get there. There is no difference between military and civilian leaders; 
it’s just a question of mindset and trust.  You must trust the people in 
your organization and accept that we are all trying to achieve the 
same goals.  

 We have a strong presence in the chokepoints of the world so we have 
a lot of information there.  We don’t have that same presence in the 
Gulf of Guinea.  We need to make a commitment to regional nodes 
between now and the next meeting with trying to understand each 
other’s information needs, so we can push the nodes.  If we just make 
a commitment to follow through with discussions that were generated 
here and continue to try to understand each other’s information 
needs, and we “dare to share”, then we will have taken a major step.  
We will start to build upon relationships that we built here if we just 
think to share with each other, even if on an informal level.  If we 
make a commitment after here, and find reasons to connect, we will 
start progressing. 

• Perhaps it is possible to see 5-10 years in the future and make up a group 
similar to, or as a part of, the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of 
Somalia (CGPCS) based on the Regimes represented at our MSR RT. 
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3.0 Summation 
 

3.1 Summation 

 

The summation was provided by CAPT (RCN) Mulholland, conference moderator: 

 

So did we achieve our objectives? 

 

Certainly I believe we covered the ground outlined in the panel themes. We had several 

different perspectives on the threats, current and emerging, to achieving effective 

maritime security. We saw that many of the gaps and seams in maritime security still 

exist, years after they were first identified in previous fora like this (as Mr Salchert said 

earlier – a case of admiring the problem as opposed to doing something about this). 

 

But it was not all negative; we saw examples of the many success stories at the regional 

and inter-regional levels, such as MARSUR, JIATF-S and the establishment of the 

Multinational Coordination Centre in Gulf of Guinea.  

 

At the same time we came back again and again to the requirement for, and challenges to, 

effective information exchange – getting the right piece of information to the right people 

at the right time. There were examples where the exchange of information is formalized 

and therefore it’s persistent and effective in the long run. There were also examples 

raised in some of the presentations of more adhoc arrangements – relying on personal 

relationships which are useful in overcoming some of the hurdles to effective information 

exchange, be they legal, policy, or political restrictions against information disclosure. 

But while these adhoc arrangements can be effective in the short term, they often fail in 

the longer term and cannot be considered wholly reliable. 

 

So I would say that ‘yes’ we achieved our first objective. 

 

If we are honest with ourselves, we must concede that the second objective was always 

going to be a stretch. I am not saying this objective is unrealistic or unattainable; in fact I 

believe we could be on the cusp of achieving this – if we could do three things: 

 

• Agree once and for all whether improved information sharing and 
collaboration at the inter-regional level is a problem which needs to be 
addressed. Certainly as we heard over the last 2 days, not everyone here 
agrees that it is. 

• Agree on an approach to this information sharing/collaboration problem (if 
it is a problem). Do we invest in and advocate for a bottom-up or top-down 
approach, both of which were discussed over the past 2 days. 

• Finally, we have to agree who is going to build a framework to support the 
chosen approach. We need a leader. 
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Having said all that, the discussions over the past 2 days have at least exposed some of 

the obstacles to achieving this second objective and have also shown that we have 

perhaps not been as successful as we thought we were in building an understanding of the 

issue at the right levels. The fact that we have at least shone some light on these fault 

lines means that we can now get to work and address them. So in that sense at least we 

were partially successfully in achieving this second objective. 

 

What happens next? 

 

As mentioned in my opening remarks, CJOS COE is not a practitioner of maritime 

security or MDA; we examine problems in the maritime domain and suggest solutions. In 

this instance we are acting as a facilitator. Partnered with CSW COE, MARSEC COE, 

and Beyond the Border Consulting Ltd we authored an analytical study of this subject last 

year, the latest in a series of analysis and reports on maritime security and MDA over the 

past 5 years. But we cannot continue to just examine the problem; decisions will need to 

be made and action taken if global maritime security is to keep up with the sophisticated 

and growing threat. That is where you the practitioners and decision makers come in. It is 

for you to decide where we need to go next. We stand ready to assist. 

 

 

3.2 Closing Remarks 

 

The closing remarks were provided by CDRE (RN) Titterton, CJOS COE Deputy 

Director. 

 

Recognize that the problems in the African region can easily transfer to the rest of the 

world.    The biggest problem we have is the need for someone to be in charge (classic 

military) – we’ve struggled to figure that out.  Answer is nobody’s in charge.  Isn’t it best 

to do tactical, regional trust building?  Play your part.   

 

Perhaps we have seen different viewpoints here today and better understand different 

country’s points of view. If some event happens in the future and it causes just one of us 

to pick up the phone and call another individual here, or pass on some needed info, then 

this roundtable has been a success.  

 

Eventually, someone has to take charge.  But for now, there are leaders in different areas 

and regions. Rather than just one leader, if we could even work out way down from the 

approximately 400 organizations to maybe one central leader for each area/region, then 

we would be making progress.  

 

People come and go, but we need to keep the organizations linked.  Since CJOS does not 

have any authority, we are only here to facilitate, I would love to see one of the other 

organizations, particularly the Gulf countries, host this event in the future.  
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4.0 Findings and Recommendations 
 

4.1 Methodology 

 

To arrive at the following recommendations, each panelist's presentation, along with 

subsequent questions and comments, were analyzed by a team from CJOS COE with the 

aim of determining key points and recurring themes. The analysis team also consulted 

previous research related to the conference theme, including: the conference notes from 

MSR RT 15; the CJOS/CSW MSA Study paper (published in April 2015); the MSR and 

Enterprise Manual (2011); and, conference proceedings from maritime security 

conferences hosted by CJOS COE since 2011. The resultant analysis has been condensed 

to its most relevant determining factors, which then form the findings for each element of 

the four main sub-themes of the conference. A recommendation, derived from each 

finding, is shown in red type. There are 16 findings and associated recommendations 

stemming from MSR RT 16. 

 

4.2 Challenges 

 

Challenges: Regulating the maritime commons, obstacles to national and inter-agency 

cooperation, vulnerabilities.  Identifying the challenges which inhibit the improvement 

and effectiveness of global maritime security.  

 

Throughout MSR RT 16, the following list identifies what the participants viewed as the 

main challenges to achieving effective global maritime security: 

 

• Identify, track, and apprehend actors operating outside the law. 

• Update regulations. 

• Establish procedures to facilitate information exchange. 

• Share timely information with those who need to know. 

 

 Finding 1: Operations outside the law. The Maritime Domain is considered as one 

of the main environments/spaces in which instability takes places . The sea is a 

strategic space, where risks and threats to security could spread relatively easily and 

quickly. The increase of human activity in the sea and the lower regulation of this 

scene make the sea a unique strategic asset for each regime. There are always people 

who will seek to violate the rule of law and in general terms the sea is less regulated 

and controlled than the air or land domains. 

 

      People acting outside the law and their acts considered as threats, trend to: 

 

• Rise of legally conscious criminals 

• Rise of maritime quasi-law fare (legal bullying) – using a law to accomplish 
military ends 
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• Muddying of waters with non-state actors 
 

Preserving freedom of shipping and guaranteeing the constant functioning of land-

based infrastructures is fundamental for its direct repercussion in the economic and 

energy security. 

 

Recommendation 1: as threats are still increasing, it’s more necessary than ever to 

create a shared network amongst regimes in the field of maritime security.  

 

 Finding 2: Regulations. Maritime trade is heavily affected by these operations 

outside the law. It is questionable whether there is any international regulation in 

place that can properly contend with the current level of modern-day ‘law outsiders’. 

Apart from these international regulations, customary international law authorizes as 

well each state to prosecute these activities occurring within their territory based on 

their national criminal code. Regulations need to be updated by identifying gaps in 

local, regional and international laws and prepared to evolve as the players do: 

 

• Must be flexible and not bound to the laws so we don’t become our own 
inherent enemy 

• Disconnected approach to maritime security – African nation zones 
example. Maritime security and law means different things to different 
people. Hard to move forward when not everyone has ratified the 
international law  

• Encourage states to take the high sea task at an overarching level with 
workable domain integration strategies in their own governance to develop 
the domain as a whole 

Recommendation 2: try to discuss, and perhaps agree, what should be the framework 

to develop future regulations by identifying key points. 

 Finding 3: Procedures. The idea behind it is to reduce the possibility of human error 

and to provide guidelines for everybody involved in info sharing to follow. The 

approved procedure is documented in a format that is easy to follow and reduces the 

chance of errors being made. 

The general concept for NATO MSA lays on four distinct phases (MSA cycle). To 

support this decision-making process, HQ MARCOM uses several sets of criteria that 

are also attached to the NATO MSA Reporting Plan. Information parametrized could 

be a possible solution to exchange the right information among customers. By 

declassifying some of the material we can pass it along. So this can be a good 

example that we get the right information to the right person in time for them to make 

a decision and take action. 

NATO network is based on data/info composed of sensor and non-sensor parts. The 

non-sensor part is strongly attached to the human interaction/relationships and 

information sharing with all the relevant actors in a certain region.  This is part of the 

challenge we face.   
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As a consequence of NATO MSA and for our proposal, procedures must be arranged 

to guarantee support for community management, particularly for any aspects that 

cannot be covered by the communities themselves.  

 

Recommendation 3: each organization parametrizes data to fit its needs. Develop a 

procedure that permits every regime to jump from one layer to another (local, 

regional, global) 

 

 Finding 4: Sharing. Before sharing info, there must be an element of trust. In the 

ideal world, we would share all info with everyone.  However, the more pragmatic 

approach would be to share info with those who are affected and need to know. But 

it’s also necessary to share resources and technology on the water to harness those 

with limited resources. We need to trust each other and have a willingness to share 

and be part of the system. Establishment of a global MDA coordinator to synchronize 

commonality in procedures and coordinate linkages between our MDA organizations 

would be useful. We need mutual cooperation and trust. Information sharing is not a 

technical issue – its people – leadership and good organization. Once trust is there, 

can identify potential partners. Key is to set principles upon which all can work. 

Sharing information is also about “why” and “how” in addition to trust. 

 

Recommendation 4: ensure and facilitate engagements across cultural barriers for 

involved players and authorities sharing similar concerns and interests. 

 

4.3 Cooperation 

 

Cooperation: Regional and inter-regional strategies and governance.  Shaping effective 

Maritime Security Regime strategies in order to improve global maritime security. 

 

Cooperation: 

 

• Should be linked with capacity building just to complement and not replace 
those lacks identified in the maritime domain to shape the best maritime 
domain awareness  

• Needs to be coordinated 

• Core tasks should be identified to support cooperation 

 

 Finding 5: Cooperation vs Building. The importance of maritime security is 

important due to trade issues, but it’s also a matter of safety.  Most states do not have 

the resources or are unwilling to respond effectively to any illegal activity within 

TTW. So, it’s not only a matter of cooperation but capacity building (provides access 

to info and resources, training, publications, consultation, coordinate alliances, 

assets). Before sharing information you need to collect it. The best maritime domain 

awareness depends on the availability of new technology with efficient systems 

which permit detection, collection, dissemination, transmission, and communication 

with the aim to allow the decision maker to make the best decision. Set a global 
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baseline capability using existing and available systems to monitor shipping could 

help to coordinate in those areas like the Gulf of Guinea where a lack of sensors and 

assets are identified. 

 

Recommendation 5: identify the need that permits to overcome any lack in the MSA 

cycle. 

 

 Finding 6: Coordination. Since illegal activities occur generally within regional 

boundaries, a logical counter would be to establish regional international agreements 

and coordination to combat them. A good example of a hub where cooperation is 

developing is the MSOC – Marine Security Operations Centre project.  Located in 

Canada, MSOC was formed to provide a broad-based analytic effect. Each partner 

brings its mandate and associated information to the team but the same mandate also 

has with it legislative barriers to sharing. The MSOC’s are staffed by representatives 

of each of the core partner departments each with their own legal mandates and 

access to departmental resources and information systems.  

 

Recommendation 6: support those initiatives committed to develop coordination. 

 

 Finding 7: Core tasks. Identifying prime areas of concern to develop the capability 

of cooperating was developed by Maritime Border Command with the following 

guidance which translates across all layers (local, regional, global): 

 

• Influence (deter/prevent) – government policies, domestic and 
international engagement, diplomacy 

• Response (respond to/deter and prevent) – operations, planning, 
enforcement 

• Awareness (detect) – MDA systems, information sharing, intelligence 

 

Recommendation 7: understand that holistic solutions will contain elements from 

each (influence, response, awareness) core bin 

 

4.4 Improve 

 

Improve: Information sharing, management capabilities, resiliency. Collecting and 

sharing situational information to help improve global maritime security. 

 

What should be improved? It’s a challenge itself. However after this panel, some points 

were identified as ‘improvable’: 

 

• Pitfalls in information sharing 

• Develop plans. Looking more closely at the capacities and policies of each 
littoral state helps in understanding the obstacles to better collaboration 
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• Information is not intelligence so ‘need/what to know’ is a must when you 
produce deliverable information. Intelligence depends on agreements if 
different regimes want to share it and perhaps the way to reach ‘intel’ will 
be quite different from ‘info’ but ‘need/what to know’ is still valid 

 

 Finding 8: Pitfalls in information sharing. We need mutual cooperation and trust 

because info sharing is not about technology but people. Technology could be shared 

or even transferred. But when we try to develop cooperation we’ll meet some pitfalls. 

Mainly: 

 

• The implementation of mutual trust between each maritime stakeholder in 
sharing their "homemade" information 

• Drowning in data (need to know, need to share and on time) 

 

Moreover, in the Gulf of Guinea you’ll meet: 

 

• Lack of communication between different country MOCs 

• Difficulties of HF communication between ships 

• No AIS or internet on most ships 

• Low radar coverage of the GOG  

 

Recommendation 8: Continue to understand the problem and work towards 

regulatory barrier breakdown; meanwhile, maintain and develop personal 

relationships across the MSR to enhance trust. 

 

 Finding 9: Develop plans. It aims to identify different areas to be improved along 

with associated costs. These areas could be divided into local, regional and global. In 

the Gulf of Guinea you’ll find: 

 

• Interoperability of communications or detection means for better 
compatibility between national users 

• National coordination fusion center to manage timely and secure accurate 
information 

• COP ashore and offshore 

 

Recommendation 9: Recognize the mechanisms which have achieved success and 

work towards expansion. 

 

 Finding 10: Information is not the same as intelligence. Information from multiple 

sources, which belong to the agency that produces it, will become intelligence after 

the analytical process.  What type of information can be shared?  Any information 

which is relevant to an organization for a specific purpose can be shared within the 
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limits of national policies.  This means that “the need to know” remains relevant even 

if “the need to share” has become the new paradigm. We do not need to invent 

something new.  We have tools that work, but we need to have cooperation beyond 

agencies and structures. 

 

Recommendation 10: Continue efforts to share actionable intelligence between 

multiple organizations, agencies, and structures. 

 

4.5 Build 

 

Build: MSR within an enterprise construct. Building a cooperative Enterprise to help 

improve global maritime security. 

 

There continues to be an absence of habitual and persistent relationships between key 

stakeholders across the Global Maritime Community of Interest, which is essential to 

enhancing Maritime Situational Awareness. 

 

Challenges will always be present. But, these challenges will force us to be always alert 

to strengthen the binding among countries. And there’s no doubt that safety and security 

at sea depends on MSA/MDA and it’s a duty of all actors in the maritime scenario to 

improve it. 

 

Building a cooperative Enterprise would mean: 

 

• Develop a safety and security environment through capacity building; 

• Achieve mutual trust; 

• Create a Common Information Sharing Environment for Maritime 
Surveillance; and 

• Undertake a cooperative project to find an enterprise solution. 

 

 Finding 11: Capacity building. Currently one of the ways to generate maritime 

safety and security is through "capacity building". One way of getting that capacity 

building is through “cooperative security”. This doesn’t necessarily mean to provide 

directly the means to get security; it is simply to support and to cooperate with those 

countries that need to be able to implement their own security. 

 

Recommendation 11: Identify who to develop capacity building beside our 

recommendation 5 related to lacks. 

 

 Finding 12: Mutual Trust. Generating confidence and trust among members over 

time in turn builds a willingness to cooperate. The willingness of members to 

cooperate for the achievement of common goals within a collective body is directly 

related to their mutual confidence, this in turn, leads to the generation of trust. 
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Recommendation 12: Continue with the firm implementation of regular maritime 

security regimes meetings on relevant levels. 

 

 Finding 13: Common Information Sharing Environment. CISE, Common 

Information Sharing Environment for Maritime Surveillance in Europe, is a 

voluntary collaborative process, across authorities and borders, to enhance and 

promote awareness over the European maritime domain, for the prosperity and 

security of the EU and its citizens. Looking ahead, to get the union of several CISE 

could lead us to get a global environment where the main purpose is to share 

maritime information. This is an example of how cooperative enterprise can offer 

maritime security benefits to its members. 

 

Recommendation 13: Look for those ways that permit to exchange information and 

data. Where to implement it and what should be exchanged? 

 

 Finding 14: Enterprise solution. A cooperative project undertaken by MSRs and 

MSA stakeholders is the clearest path to a long term solution. 

 

Recommendation 14: This should include: 

 

• Define (and share) stakeholder interests and decision-making culture; 

• Determine (and share) critical information requirements (through security 
and business lenses); 

• Adopt a repeatable “information exchange and triage” process – encourage 
voluntary collaboration;  

• Apply scientific rigor to define surveillance requirements;  

• Harmonize/simplify reporting requirements– 

 Finding 15: Cooperation with commercial companies. If we want the shipping 

industry to cooperate with international efforts to improve MSA, we must engage 

with the market. Not just through formal business meeting, round tables, etc. 

Because, only about 20% of the industry is made up of blue-chip companies that will 

actually participate in formal organizations. 

 

Recommendation 15: The shipping industry is part of the solution and should always 

be included in any MSR-related meetings/deliberations. 

 

 Finding 16: Commitment to cooperate. We need to make a commitment to 

Maritime Regional Centers with trying to understand each other’s information needs, 

so we canhelp them to get the appropriate information sharing . If a commitment is 

made to follow through with discussions that were generated and the effort is made 

by information providers to continue to try to understand the information needs of 

other MSRs or MSA stakeholders, that we “dare to share”, then a major goal will be 

achieved.  
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Recommendation 16: Establish, now, a MSR cooperative enterprise, emphasizing 

collaboration in a global approach to regional maritime security changes. 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

 

We are now at the point where the representatives of the global MSRs and other 

stakeholders have to commit to regularly scheduled meetings, agree on collaborative 

information sharing tools to enhance meeting effectiveness (portals, email, websites), and 

create terms of reference (or constitution) to provide meeting structure. This basic next 

step, if seriously considered, will help achieve the following goals which were repeatedly 

highlighted during MSR RT 16: 

 

• Build useful networks and consistent habitual relationships; 

• Incentivize information sharing by sharing, at meetings, what information 
is actually important to the various MSRs; 

 

Recognition and sharing of best practices, as well as weak areas, between MSRs – must 

have structure to report requirements;  

  

• Build a simple but self-sustained international structure linking maritime 
security regimes around the world (without further facilitation by non-
stakeholders/outside agencies); but, 

• Beware…This should not become a competition amongst Maritime Security 
Organizations. 

 

Norfolk, 29 July 2016 


